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his book was written for YOU! If you believe investing time with young
people is time well spent, we have a lot in common. The book combines
what we know about engaging youth with the benefits that naturally arise
when young people have the opportunity to participate with their peers
in something that holds personal meaning. Youth groups come in all
shapes and sizes. Student governments, extra-curricular clubs at school,
athletic teams, summer camps, Guides and Scouts, recreation
programs, faith groups, community organizations, cultural
“Today you are You,
societies, service opportunities—that all provide young
people with a sense of belonging and a place to grow. With
that is truer than true.
you as an advisor and mentor, they’ll learn the knowledge,
There is no one alive
skills, and values they need to make a positive difference.
who is Youer than You”
Standing together, the emerging leaders in your youth group
—Dr. Seuss
will create a caring community, develop shared goals, work as
a team to overcome challenges, and lead the charge to success.
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You may be asking, “What does the author know about
engaging youth and how does she know it?” I’ve spent my career as a high
school science teacher, mentor for young educators, and a leadership
camp advisor. I’m passionate about the power of student-led leadership
programs and love working with youth. Along my journey, I discovered the
work of Dr. Spencer Kagan. He’s an expert in cooperative learning and has
written numerous books about Kagan Structures that have helped teachers
learn how to engage their students in classrooms all over the world. I
enjoyed teaching with Kagan Structures and realized they worked equally
well with youth beyond the classroom setting. This book relies heavily on
the research-based cooperative structures developed by Dr. Spencer Kagan
and his team. Many educators, coaches, camp staff, peer leaders, and youth
have contributed to the ideas and wisdom you’ll find. The book is intended
to be a practical resource for youth group advisors that explores new ways
to harness the enthusiasm of young people and mentor the skills they
need to build community, develop as leaders, and achieve great things!
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Imagine you’re the captain of a Leader-SHIP. All you need is rigging
and sails to move your ship along and you can set off on your journey.
Think about that for a minute. The structures (ropes, masts, sails) on
a ship can be used to catch different winds. If you set them properly
you can sail almost anywhere. Cooperative learning works the same
way. Kagan Structures organize the interactions of your crew.
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Taa-daah! Cooperative learning provides you with an endless supply
of activities for your crew. By changing the content, structures can
be used for building relationships, learning leadership lessons,
generating creative ideas, and making decisions together. This
book is full of ideas to get you started. Once you learn how
the structures work, you can insert your own content and sail
wherever your crew wants to go. It gets even better! You can
use Kagan Structures beyond your youth group—you can
use them to build relationships as a community organizer,
to generate creative ideas for a family vacation, or to make
decisions at work. Once the young people in your group develop
a knack for creating activities, they can use Kagan Structures with
their peers in school presentations and introduce them to other clubs.
These are learning and leading tools for life.
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Content + Structure = Activity
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In selecting an appropriate structure, you’re deciding “how” people will
interact. Kagan Structures are robust enough that you can run activities
with children or teach young adults to take the helm and run their own
meetings. A single structure can be used with a wide variety of content,
just like rigging and sails can be used with gentle southern breezes or
strong westerly winds. The content comes from the purpose of your youth
group. You could be planning a charity fundraiser, a cultural celebration,
a soccer tournament, a leadership camp, or an anti-bullying campaign.
Your content is your rudder. You use it to steer in the direction you want
to go. When content is added to a structure, an activity is created for your
meeting or gathering!
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Let’s get organized before we sail any farther. First of all, we want you
to mess up the book. There are lots of places for you to reflect on your
plans, your successes and how to “fail forward” as you try new things.
Think of it as keeping a captain’s log. You’ll find engaging activities to
create group identity and ownership, build relationships, learn leadership
lessons, brainstorm ideas, make collaborative decisions, and achieve goals.
Each youth group is different, so your journey is unique. We’ll be there to
provide you with lots of idea starters and a bit of background theory. We’ll
pause throughout to explain the “Deep Why.” Understanding the Deep
Why of what you’re doing gives you a rationale. For example, what seems
to be a silly game has a deeper purpose. Laughing and playing together
helps to build community and breaks down social barriers between cliques.
Who knew? You get fun AND so much more! Being able to explain the
Deep Why increases support from people of all ages and positions. It
will help you coach Student Council members as they prepare to ask the
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principal’s permission to run a Battle of the Garage Bands, or Frisbee
Golf, or a Tape a Teacher to the Wall Fundraiser. Understanding the Deep
Why will motivate you to struggle through the growing pains of designing
new activities and making them work. It will help you to coach the young
people who are ready to step into leadership roles. The Deep Why is your
compass on this voyage. It points toward cooperation. The ideas in this
book are meant to share with the emerging leaders in your organization.
Youth have an opportunity to practice their leadership skills and become
powerful role models for their younger peers when they step up and run
activities. You may want to put copies into their hands so you can sail the
seas together.
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There are so many different kinds of
youth groups because young people
have diverse interests. So, we’re going to
start with you. Section 1 of the book explores a variety of different kinds of
youth organizations and how you, as an advisor, can use this book to reach
your goals. All youth groups have some things in
common. They benefit from actively engaging
young people in teambuilding and community
“There’s always one
building activities. But we want to go further and
moment in life when the
clarify some of the leadership lessons that may meet
door opens and lets the
your individual needs and some of the specific
future in.”
ways you can use creative thinking strategies and
decision making within the context of your group.
—Graham Greene
It’s exciting to look at the breadth of opportunities
available to young people and the benefits of
involvement. We love what you do!
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Section 2: Engaging Others
So many friendships begin with the
simple question, “You wanna play?”
Engaging young people starts with
having fun and building relationships.
As youth group advisors, we may have
grand ideas about coaching a winning
team, preparing a group of students
to debate at a Model United Nations,
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Section 3: Engaging in
Leadership Development
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exploring spiritual connections,
supporting teens through the
“Each of us has a spark
loss of a loved one, or planning
of life inside us, and our
a theme week for a day camp
highest endeavor ought to
program. Whatever the task
be to set off that spark in one
at hand, it can’t really begin
another.”
until people relax and trust
each another. Fun, like giggling,
—Kenny Ausubel
is contagious. It leaps across
barriers. When young people
know and respect each other,
cliques dissolve. Section 2 of the book provides you with tried-and-true
structures for teambuilding and community building as well as some of our
favorite games. Everyone wants to be accepted and to belong. Learning
how to build relationships empowers our youth with the skills they need
to create caring communities throughout their lives. If you’re going to sail
into the blue with a group of young people, you want them to develop into
a cohesive crew. Things automatically get better as relationships improve.
Youth can use these activities to reach out beyond their youth group to
involve the students at their school and the people in their community.
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If you’ve been a youth group leader for
a while, you know that the best role
models for the youngest participants of
your group are the most experienced members who have stepped into
leadership roles. They’ve become peer leaders. On ships, a young sailor
might move up the ranks from able-bodied seaman,
to mate, to petty officer, to lieutenant, and eventually
“The best leaders not only
to commander. In the same way, the transition from
camper to counselor-in-training, from Student
inspire us, they develop
Council member to committee head, or from
and empower us to lead
player to team captain is a continuum of leadership
with passion from whatever
development. Freshman at college are happy to see
position we currently hold
peer leaders on moving day that will help them
in life.”
to settle in to campus life. Youth groups provide
opportunities for young people to learn, practice,
—Ty Howard
and reflect on skills in communication, conflict
resolution, problem solving, emotional intelligence
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Section 4: Engaging with Purpose
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and so much more. Whether developing leadership potential is a stated
objective or not; it happens whenever we put young people together who
are at different ages and stages. Make the most of it! Your youth group is a
leader-SHIP! Inspire everyone in your crew to see themselves as emerging
leaders. Section 3 of the book provides structures for your club members to
learn leadership lessons together and create a dedicated group who act as role
models, promote participation among their peers, and nurture leadership
potential in others. The lessons they learn in your youth group will help
them earn scholarships, interview successfully for jobs, enjoy successful
careers, and maintain healthy relationships throughout their lives.
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Sailors are drawn to the call of the sea. The young people who have joined
your youth group are there because of its purpose. There’s a special
something about it that holds their interest. Youth want to
achieve greatness! They may secretly dream of becoming a chess
master, playing in the NBA, or running for president. Young
people dream big and their parents have high expectations for
them. There may be some young people in your youth group
because it captures the interests of their parents! If dad was an
Eagle Scout or mom won at a National Science Fair, it’s natural
for them to encourage their kids to follow the path that led to their success.
And it’s your job to make the experience so dynamic and interesting
that the kids will try it on for size to see if it’s a fit. Having purpose is
important. It makes our lives worthwhile. Once we feel accepted, we want
to have input and influence. We want to participate in making decisions
and creating something of
value. We want to contribute.
“If you want to build a
Section 4 of the book provides
ship, don’t drum up people
you with strategies to help
to collect wood and don’t
your club generate new ideas,
build ownership, find creative
assign them tasks and work,
solutions to problems, and make
but rather teach them to long
important decisions together so
for the endless immensity of
they can achieve their goals.
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the sea.”

—Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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We all travel in different ways. Some of us like maps and others like to
push off from shore and see where the wind takes them. Sailing back and
forth widens our comfort zone and makes it easier to navigate
so we can show others the way. You may be extremely
comfortable with cooperative learning or all of this may
be brand new. Section 5 of the book presents the four basic
principles that work together to make cooperative learning
activities successful and provides some hints for designing
cooperative meetings. Cooperative meetings make the most of
the time you have together with your crew. If you’re new to
cooperative learning you may want to begin with this section,
or you may want to play around with some of the Kagan Structures
first. Theory to practice or practice to theory…it depends on your learning
style…but if you ever feel lost go to this section. It will help you discover
why an activity succeeded or flopped. This understanding is essential if
you’re coaching young people to chair their own meetings. Remember,
youth often learn more from
their flops than they do from
“Design is not just what it
their successes. Don’t be scared
looks like and feels like.
to set sail for new lands if that’s
Design is how it works.”
the direction you want your
group to go.
—Steve Jobs
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Section 5: Designing Engaging Meetings
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The Deep Why

Youth groups have the power to play a key role in the
development of young people. As advisors, we can
design activities that capitalize on shared interests to
mentor the knowledge, skills, and values youth need
to build relationships, create community,
develop as leaders, generate creative ideas, solve
problems, make decisions, and achieve great
things.
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